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ABSTRACT  

The purpose of this study is to outline the regulatory and 

pharmacological elements of medication repurposing, as 

well as to identify drugs recommended for repurposing in 

COVID-19 based on clinical studies, and to examine their 

use in the treatment. In COVID-19, the issues of correctly 

interpreting existing clinical data and the new evidence for 

medication repurposing are explored. 
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INTRODUCTION 

'Drug repurposing' means the process of discovering new medicinal potential for existing 

drugs. The method, also known as 'repositioning' or’ re-profiling,' is typically viewed as both 

cost-effective and efficient.  Drug repurposing is the method of identifying a new function for 

an old drug. It provides economical, low-cost, and expedited therapy. Strategies such as in-

silico modelling, data mining, artificial intelligence, and so on assist to expedite progress. 

Collaboration across many sectors, as well as awareness and encouragement, may boost the 

development of drug repurposing, which has a bright future in the contemporary medical 

sector. Drug repurposing is analogous to recycling. It is the usage of well-known drugs for 

purposes other than their intended use. Drug repurposing makes drugs more affordable, 

quicker, and accessible to patients1. The drugs being explored for repurposing are those that 

have been shelved because they have failed the clinical trials testing. Because the 

effectiveness, safety, and toxicity of the drug are already established, the earliest stages of 

clinical trials may be omitted. A new drug takes around Fifteen years to reach the customer 

base, but a repurposed drug reduces both the length and the expenses. “COVID-19” is the 

acronym for the coronavirus disease of 2019. It has now been proclaimed a pandemic by the 

World Health Organization (WHO). Because there is an urgent need for an authorised, safe, 

and effective therapy during this public health emergency, it is fair to look into the 

effectiveness of previously licenced drugs. The drug development process costs time and 

resources, and the safety of new drugs is critical. Drug repurposing focuses on identifying 

new uses for patented drugs and may assist to alleviate the problems involved with drug 

development. Repurposing may be a speedy and effective therapeutic strategy in which drugs 

with proven human safety are recycled for the treatment of new diseases. Existing drugs may 

be studied and developed for effectiveness against ailments other than those for which they 

were originally authorised. Off-target drug binding, for example, may be exploited as a vital 

point in drug repurposing studies due to its high promiscuity2.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Preclinical studies demonstrated the efficacy of lopinavir (C37H48N4O5) /ritonavir 

(C37H48N6O5S2) combination treatment against COVID-19. Lopinavir is a human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) protease inhibitor that, when combined with ritonavir, is a 

powerful cytochrome CYP3A4 inhibitor that increases lopinavir concentrations, blocks the 

primary protease of SARS-CoV-1, and slows viral replication3. This combination is being 
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evaluated as a treatment for COVID-19, although more study has yet to corroborate the 

findings4. Immunological and pharmacological research is still underway in terms of therapy. 

Numerous previously approved drugs are being tried on COVID-19 by efficient strategy to 

drug discovery known as drug repurposing. The type and complimentary impact of 

interventional drugs in clinical trials may be categorised. Antivirals, nutritional drugs and 

combination therapy, are being studied. The identical mechanism of action may be seen 

within and outside each group. However, many drugs are developed for one condition and 

then repurposed for another. 

Several studies from on-going clinical trials that have not yet been peer-reviewed suggest that 

convalescent plasma from recovered patients has neutralising activity that might be given to 

recipients by plasma infusion5. A group of researchers claimed that human recombinant 

soluble ACE2 (hrsACE2) may prevent SARS-CoV-2 infections in their early stages6. 

Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE2) seems to be an important and common receptor for 

multiple coronaviruses, since it was previously shown to be essential for Severe acute 

respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV-1) and non-critical for Middle East respiratory syndrome 

(MERS-CoV), and it is now reported7 to be critical for SARSCoV-2. As a result, limiting the 

interaction of SARS-CoV-2 and ACE2 is recommended as a therapy for COVID-19 patients; 

however, it is unclear if hrsACE2 can inhibit SARS-CoV-2 growth. Remdesivir, like its 

promising effects on SARS-CoV-1 has shown significant in vitro action8 against SARS-CoV-

2. Tocilizumab, a humanised monoclonal antibody, blocks all interleukin-6 (IL-6) receptors 

(membrane bound or soluble). Tocilizumab is known to reduce the impact of cytokine 

storming, notably IL-6, which has been linked to poor results in COVID-19 patients9. 

Dornase alfa (biosynthetic deoxyribunuclease I enzyme) is now being tested in individuals10 

with severe COVID-19. Dornase alfa is just a mucolytic enzyme that degrades neutrophil 

extracellular traps by separating chromosomal DNA.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Ebola, Dengue, Zika, and coronaviruses have all become public health concerns in recent 

years, generating a continual need for quick and viable therapeutic treatments based on 

antiviral medication repurposing methodologies11. When an epidemic strikes, immediate 

response by recognised drugs may assist to mitigate the harm until virus-specific antiviral 

drugs or vaccinations become available. Chloroquine has been extensively studied12 for their 

potential use in the treatment of COVID-19. Due to the scarcity of targeted therapies for 
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certain emerging viruses, the antiviral capabilities of repurposed drugs have received a lot of 

interest during the past decade13. Numerous technological and logistical hurdles in de novo 

antiviral medication development have resulted in a relatively low therapeutic molecule 

approval rate, leaving viral illnesses like hepatitis C and HIV without a vaccine. Most 

regularly used antiviral drugs come with significant drawbacks such as inadequate selectivity, 

resistance, latency promotion, toxicity, or experimental challenges14. Medication repurposing 

techniques for infectious illnesses combine a wide range of applications by combining 

essential bioinformatics and cheminformatics technologies to identify a drug target that may 

be repurposed in the fight against a viral infection. In certain cases, drug repurposing finds 

previously unknown biomolecular networks, changing them into fresh pharmacological 

targets, even if the identified compounds may not be used in clinical trials 15. In addition to 

undeniable cost-effective advantages in the process of drug development, recycled drugs are 

immediately accepted into clinical trials or are taken up with compassionate use programmes, 

especially in the context of incurable viral illnesses or pandemics. Furthermore, medication 

repurposing offers an additional source of data for a unique knowledge of metabolic 

reprogramming in viral infections, as well as organic compounds with previously unknown 

antiviral characteristics that have the potential to grow in exposing virus biology features16. 

There are several chances to find target human proteins for repurposing established drugs by 

thoroughly examining the dynamic interactions between host and SARS-CoV-2. Targeting 

host-virus interactions, have a lower likelihood of mutational resistance, may be beneficial in 

establishing strong therapy options for viral infections17. The function of drugs targeting the 

Sigma receptors is not well characterised many licenced medicines have been repurposed18. 

Characterization of viral evolution and changes in host cell metabolism using single-cell viral 

metagenomic research might offer insight on viral infection processes, including the 

identification of molecular markers linked with virus-induced diseases19. Drug repurposing 

approaches are primarily based on the examination of biological data, which allows for the 

generation of hypotheses for the rediscovery of accessible medications for innovative clinical 

solutions, and has been widely discussed elsewhere20. Computational drug repurposing 

techniques are roughly classified into four types: (1) signature-based, (2) molecular docking, 

(3) network-based, and (4) genome-wide association analyses (GWAS). Finally, GWAS 

strive to identify changes in genetic material associated with prevalent illnesses and lead to a 

better knowledge of disease physiology21. 
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CONCLUSION 

The repurposing technique has resulted in unanticipated discoveries in novel diseases with a 

great potential for commercial success, hence substantially adding to modern biology 

knowledge innovation. Repurposing is the most effective method for drug development 

against COVID-19, whether employing wet laboratory techniques or system biology 

approaches, owing to the fundamental need. To understand the repurposed drugs better , 

further data analysis is constantly essential. The general success rate of repurposing drugs for 

new medical illnesses is low, and despite their modest manufacturing costs in contrast to the 

massive investment of inventing a new treatment, another restriction to consider in 

repurposing is the likelihood of unexpected ramifications. The COVID-19 pandemic 

demands a range of safe and effective therapeutic medicines as soon as possible, although no 

medication, vaccine, or therapy modality has been licenced or demonstrated entirely 

comforting outcomes thus far. Repurposing will undoubtedly offer a big scientific 

contribution to innovation in medication creation and pharmacological practises for the 

treatment of new or existing diseases. 
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